
Thank you for allowing Youth INspired to share with you the impact
of love and unity through the power of creativity and imagination

Ignite youth in passion, purpose and truth
through the power of self-love, creativity

and entrepreneurship.
 

Mission

Vision
Youth INspired is a project in empowerment of evolution 

through the power of creativity and imagination. 

Through our team of creative experts,
celebrities, global influencers and changemakers; 

We guide young creatives to igniting their gifts
and giving back to global impact.  

Providing tools to hone their talents and empower 
dreams, we prepare youth to showcase their 

talents to the world.
"Spot On!" Helice 'Sparky' Bridges Blue 
Ribbons Worldwide founder gives Youth 

Inspired a thumbs up!

Youth winner Tori Ford says 
"It's a whole new adventure!"

Imagination and creativity are 
the seeding source of nutrients 

behind those new branches 
and flowers flourishing into our 

world of tomorrow.  
ErinNicole

Founder Youth INspired

Founder Youth INspired
Creative Visionary

Erin Nicole



Youth INspired
Uniquely Connected

Open Mindset
Possibility Focused

Heart Inspired Action

Core Values support our foundation rooting us in and insuring we are
guided at the highest good to support the youth and families.

Core Values

The Youth Inspired Team is focused on acknowledgement, compassion and 
acceptance to ensure an uplifting, learning and supportive atmosphere!

www.YouthINspired.org



We have created a multiplex of ways the youth and families can be supported in the arts, 
passion and purpose.  These experiences are created to ignite and spark the hearts of kids, 

staff, parents and overall moral leaving lasting memories and forever growth.

Training, Support & Showcases

www.YouthINspired.org

The Youth Inspired team comes to your school or group bringing up to 3 Guide specialist that best support
your needs, for 2 days of support, mentorship and acknowledgement experience. The team will attend a
creative Showcase in the school or organization space.  Each student showcasing will receive our Youth
INspired self love daily tool kit, entrepreneurs packages and network opportunities.  All parents will also
receive packets and information to be informed, give tools and opportunities to be involved and feel
supported. 
Experience Agreement - Starts @ $5,000 

The Youth INspired team comes to your school or group bringing up to 4 specialists for our 6 Week Creative,
Self-Love & Entrepreneurship Support Program. Youth Inspired matches the 4 specialists and curriculum
presented to support what the schools needs are to create the most individualized 6 weeks we can.  The
Youth will host a creative Showcase in the school or organization space. Each student showcasing will
receive our Youth INspired self love daily tool kit, entrepreneurs packages and network opportunities. All
parents will also receive packets and information to be informed, give tools and opportunities to be involved
and feel supported.
Experience Agreement - Starts @ $10,000  

Youth INspired Guide Team support at the school for showcase and club events. (With membership) 

10 students (Or min school requirement) agree to spend 1 day each week of the school year meeting.
School agrees to be recognized on our website and media. Youth INspired will supply the club
downloadable and viewable content to support tools around: Self Love/Emotional Learning Tools,
Teamwork/Unity, Creativity/Arts, Entrepreneurship. Access to our guide team for support and opportunities.
Youth INspired Monthly Club Call. Youth host yearly creative showcases lead by youth. Host, Participate
and Showcase at Youth INspired's Yearly Fundraiser event.

Membership Agreement - Starts @ $12,000 

Inspiration 3 Week & Showcase to Play!

Option 1

6 Weeks Inspiration and Showcase to Play!

Yearly Inspiration

Option 2

Option 3

(School Hosts Showcase)

School Club
FREE or Membership



Invite a Youth INspired guide to your school or program to create an
experience of true support, creativity, imagination and all around self love!

Invite A Guide!

www.YouthINspired.org

Our guides are dedicated in supporting our youth to become strong, healthy, loving and motivated for a
future world that sparkles with joy!

 
 Each guide has individual and specialized experience in their creativity and craft, from art and music to

desgin and cooking. We have authors and engineers as well as marketing, producers and coaches!  The
list goes on as there is no end to the ability of a strong motived individual with a big heart!  

Our Guides are all over the United
States and Mexico! 

Even invite a Guide from your home town!    

Send us an email @

YouthINspired@gmail.com
 

As each school, program or project are in many places and situation please send us an email and tell us
the type of 'Guide INspiration' you are looking for and any questions!  Tell us a bit about your school or
program and what the needs are or if there is someone specific you are looking to have come speak and
create an experience of INspiration for your group!

We Are So Ecited To Play! 



www.YouthINspired.org

We are so excited to play!
Minimum cost is for up to 30 kids.  More kids can always be added
to the experience 
Each experience can be individualized to meet the needs of the
school or group. 
Options for fund support under 501c3 WeAreOneFoundation.org 



We are so excited to see you soon!

www.YouthINspired.org

Youth INspired comes from a place of support around individualized inspiration of
imagination’s gift.  Supporting youth in creativity, imagination and arts to embrace
individuality and invite unity through the power of creativity.

A creative mind has so many ways to grow it’s branches.  Most of us think of creativity
as art, crafting, music or dance…

The creative mind is an idea sifted out of imagination and made into a physical reality.
 Things like engineering or a baseball pro.  Science, technology and sales even have a
craft.  The people that focus on their own ways of doing one thing tend to pave a new
path of some kind, basically evolving the expertise or growing a new branch that wasn’t
there before.

Imagination and creativity are the seeding source of nutrients behind those new
branches and flowers flourishing into our world of tomorrow.  

Youth INspired is a Tribe. Famili. Team.... of people that have a heart mission on this
Earth at this time in space to support love, unity and creativity.  We want to offer the
support and opportunity to as many youth as we can to live their life’s dream.


